von Dohna (1588 Dohna ( -1653 , who, in Opitz's words, would be willing to use Grotius's ideas in his attempts to reconcile Silesian Protestants and Catholics. Köler's translation was published in the same year, in 1631, but Dohna did not rely on it. Some twenty years later, in 1651, another German translation of Grotius's Latin treatise appeared, in Stockholm, and was reprinted three times up to 1704. This was achieved by the Swedish nobleman Valentin von Loienfels (Löwenfels) (1628-1670), born as Valentin Maus (Musculus) in the German town Stralsund, mainly, as he says in the preface, at the behest of the Swedish general Jakob De la Gardie (1583-1652), who strived to strengthen the role of orthodox Lutheranism in the northern parts of the German Lands and of Sweden. For this purpose, Grotius's posthumous fame seems to have prevailed his Calvinist origin and his reputation as a lifelong champion of religious tolerance. To summarise, it must be concluded that in the German lands as well as in the Netherlands the dynamic relations between Latin and the vernacular in Early Modern times were partly assigned by the contest of religious confessions, as can be illustrated by the shifts in the German reception of Grotius's treatise. 
